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Summary
The Britain runs on rail campaign went public with
a soft launch in mid-September, with paid and owned
media activity through to the end of October.
This was the first of three bursts in an industry-wide
communications initiative, the first of its kind since
the 1980s.
After a month and a half of media spend, research
shows campaign awareness among the public was
8% (16% rail users /26% commuters), with recognisers
almost twice as likely to be favourable to the industry
as non-recognisers.
A strong, positive relationship between public
sentiment towards the rail industry and the campaign
activity was suggested by the research.
While there was no negative reaction in national or
trade media, there was some on Facebook and Twitter.
The reaction from stakeholders and our people was
overwhelmingly positive.
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Approach:
ambition and strategy
Our ambition
To build public advocacy for rail
Our strategy
To highlight:
- the ever more important role the railway plays in all
of our lives
- the delivery of a £50bn+ Railway Upgrade Plan (RUP)
Our audiences:
ABC1s non rail users – 15 m
ABC1s rail users – 4.7 m
Our voice
We have leveraged the huge equity in the double arrow icon,
redesigning it to create a new, fresh identity that signifies how
Britain’s rail companies are working together
Our creative approach
To demonstrate that Britain runs on rail, the campaign used
everyday objects from home, work and play, stretching across
the British landscape as a metaphor for the railway and its
integral role in all of our lives
Our call to action
Searching “runs on rail” drove people to a dedicated website
highlighting how the £50bn+ RUP is benefitting every region
Our target
Our plan forecast a 0.35% increase in favourability towards
the industry for every £1m spent
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Approach:
from reappraisal to active engagement
The campaign has been devised as a three year project. Building advocacy is a long term challenge. We need to engage people more deeply
with the role of the railway and create an ongoing dialogue to give our audiences time to interact with and warm to our messages. For the first year
the campaign was developed to go live in three bursts. The bursts build on one another, with the bulk of media spend allotted to TV, print,
Out of Home and digital in the second burst, supported throughout by owned media.

TIMING

SEP - OCT ‘16

MAR - APR ‘17

MAY - JULY ‘17

KEY GOAL

RAISE AWARENESS AND
STIMULATE REAPPRAISAL
OF THE RAILWAY

ENRICH UNDERSTANDING

FUEL CONVERSATION

COMMUNICATIONS TASKS

- Educate
- Pique curiosity
- Open hearts
- Demonstrate empathy

- Warm hearts and minds
- Educate to benefits

- Continue narrative
- Encourage peer-to-peer
endorsement

- Rail Out of Home
- Regional press
- Large format digital

- TV
- Amplification of TV through
Video on Demand and social
- National print & partnerships
- Impactful digital takeovers
- Digital Out of Home

- Amplification of TV through
Video on Demand and social
- Digital Out of Home
- News media partnership

MEDIA CHANNELS

Regional tactical activation (avoiding Southern region)
BACKBONE OF OWNED MEDIA VITAL TO COMMUTERS
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Approach: a challenging launch
The first burst coincided with the most challenging industrial relations landscape in three decades. Steps were taken to mitigate the risks.
This included very limited PR activity and segmenting the audience into two groups, primarily commuters and non-rail users, employing different
messaging for each. Much of the media spend was focussed on the former but excluded the Southern route.

We will have over 5,500 new
carriages in service by 2021

Britain runs on great days out
That’s why Britain’s rail companies are working together
to deliver faster, more reliable journeys. Search ‘Runs on rail’

Britain’s rail companies are working together to deliver over £50 billion
of improvements in a Railway Upgrade Plan. Search ‘Runs on rail’

Group one: mainly LSE commuters –
headline messaging about improvements in services
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Group two: mainly non-rail users outside LSE –
headline messaging about how Britain runs on…

Approach: national and
regional press
Group one adverts (signals and seats) ran in Time Out,
Stylist, and Shortlist magazines, as well as the London
edition of the Metro and the Evening Standard.
Group two adverts (deckchairs and family time)
ran in the national edition of the Metro (excluding LSE),
the Daily Record, and twenty regional newspapers.

Evening Standard

Stylist Magazine

Metro
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Approach: out of home
Signals (group one) ran in Out of Home and Digital
Out of Home formats at 8 national London rail stations
(excluding terminals used by Southern commuters).
It also ran on train car panels around the network
(excluding Southern).
Deck chairs (group two) ran in Out of Home and
Digital Out of Home formats at national rail stations
throughout the country (excluding London).

Paid media

Owned media
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Paid media

Approach: digital and social
The digital display ran in National Rail Enquiries’ network, and another digital network targeted around ‘leisure’
and ‘travel’ amongst other key words.
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Approach:
communications with our people
Ahead of the campaign launch, the RDG coordinated
a programme of industry engagement to:
- Build awareness, engage our people and increase
their advocacy
- Neutralise potential negative reaction
- Ensure awareness and advocacy among senior
rail industry figures
To achieve this we:
- Produced an internal communications pack
for rail companies
- Secured Rail Staff magazine as a media partner
- Produced lapel badges

Britain runs on rail lapel badge

RailStaff magazine

Greater Anglia intranet
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Results: campaign awareness and favourability
Recognition of the campaign – 8% of the general
public, 16% of rail users and 26% of commuters – is in
line with scale and targeting of paid and owned media
(£890k excluding owned media).

65% of people who were aware of the campaign
(recognisers) were favourable towards the rail
industry compared with 35% of those who were
not (non-recognisers).

59% of recognisers were favourable towards
Network Rail, 28% of non-recognisers.
56% of recognisers were favourable towards
train companies, 28% of non-recognisers.
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Results: general public
sentiment towards rail
and first burst

A strong relationship between public sentiment towards the rail industry and the first campaign burst among the
general public is suggested in the monthly rolling data from the tracker run by TNS for Network Rail. This shows
increasing levels of favourability and decreasing unfavourability among the public.

Campaign burst

% General public favourability over time towards the rail industry
(monthly rolling)
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39

Favourable towards the rail industry
Unfavourable towards the rail industry
Neutral towards the rail industry

The decrease in unfavourability was bigger among rail users (29% => 20%) and commuters (29% => 18%) than the
general public over this period (general public 29% => 22%). Results based on TNS research commissioned specifically
for the campaign which measured sentiment before the campaign started (wave 1 from mid-August to mid-September)
and then again across October (wave 2) during the campaign burst.
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Results: rail user and commuter
sentiment towards Network Rail
and train companies
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General public

Rail users
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Public sentiment towards Network Rail and train companies followed a similar pattern
of increasing favourability and decreasing unfavourability over the first burst (based on
the TNS research commissioned for the campaign).
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Wave 2

Commuters
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Results:
social media and website
As part of the mitigation measures, we employed social media
once the campaign was up and running, and then only to a
limited extent.
Twitter - We never used Twitter proactively. We had
plans ready should we be faced with a large scale attack on
Twitter although this never materialised. We did react to,
sometimes rebutting, specific tweets around sixty times.
Overall Twitter sentiment was 36% positive sentiment,
47% neutral and 17% negative. Those that were negative tended
to comment and reply to other comments more frequently.
Rail companies were more proactive in using Twitter, sending
out tweets to support the campaign.
Paid Facebook - The four campaign posters were seen by
over 4.5 million Facebook users from late September to the
end of October. Over this period, we got 2,851 Likes or Loves
and 1,994 comments were posted underneath the adverts,
99% of which were negative, or 0.04% of viewers. Despite
the measures we employed to exclude Southern commuters
travelling to London from the advertising, we were unable to
entirely mitigate exposure. It is this group that were probably
responsible for the majority of this negative sentiment.
Britain runs on rail website: The site was visited 107,069
times by 64,958 unique users, a respectable number for a
campaign site designed to provide information (rather than
anything transactional).
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Website homepage

Results: stakeholders
and our people
Government and industry stakeholders were overwhelmingly supportive of the campaign, with the lapel badges proving particulary popular.
So far over 50k lapel badges have been given out.

Network Rail staff Intranet comments:

“This is great to hear. A whole
of industry approach is surely
the best way to demonstrate
to our customers we are on the
right track (so to speak), and are
committed to delivering positive
outcomes for the country”.
“Awesome campaign.
Awesome RDG”.
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Results: trade papers
Trade papers were also extremely supportive.

Passenger Transport magazine
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Transport Times

Second burst
Considerable learning from the first burst is
shaping the second. Filming is about to begin on
the TV advertisement to be broadcast in March.
There will also be a new creative route for
group one (clocks) and group two audiences
(work stations).*

We’re increasing the
frequency of our services
Britain’s rail companies are working together to deliver over £50 billion
of improvements in a Railway Upgrade Plan. Search ‘Runs on rail’

*Adverts in development.

Britain runs on its workforce
We make 2.8 million journeys for work by rail each day. That’s why Britain’s rail companies
are working together to deliver faster, more reliable journeys. Search ‘Runs on rail’
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Before Christmas
We are also running for the first time “Britain runs on
next day deliveries” in three national newspapers and
other regional papers in early December.
*Advert in development.
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Britain runs on
next day deliveries
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